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Reversal
on vote
byRHC
A resolution limiting the voting power ofthe Residence Hall
Council was overwhelmingly
defeated by its 35-member
council last Wednesday.
The resolution was made at a
general meeting on Oct. 23,
when approximately twothirds of the RHC's members
approved a proposal which
would prevent the council from
voting on any political issue.
This resolution came after the
student Board of Directors
asked the RHC to take a stand
on the proposal requiring a
dollar service charge for
maintainingCentral's studentrun newspaper, The Observer.
After discussion, RHC members were unable to come up
with a consensus. The inability
to act prompted the resolution
to suspend RHC's power to vote
on political issues on campus.
Several council members were
upset after the resolution
passed limiting voting powers.
'They felt the majority of student power would be controlled
by the BOD and the RHC would
serve only to put on functions
and programs.
Brian Dolman, an RHC representative from Muzzall Hall,
said RHC should have some
power, and it also should not

be taken away by a bad motion.
"The motion didn't state a time
period for a vote," Dolman said.
"Since political issues only come
up once in a while, it would be
the same organization with
little change.
"The purpose of a vote is to get
a general feeling of the body,

and never to decide issues," he
said.
The resolution was reversed
at the RHC general meeting
on Nov. 6. After more than 10
minutes of debate, the proposal
was appealed, and it was resolved thatRHC will treat each
future campus issue on an in-

dividual basis. The reversal
restored all of the RH C's previous power.
Tiffany Dean, a representative from Carmody-Munro
halls who proposed the reversal said the RHC needs the
voting power.
"If RH C is going to be power-

ful, this vote would take our
voice away, and if that happened, there would be no point
of RHC," Dean said.
The RHC officers emphasize

See RHC I pg. 2

Japanese garden, gateway to student tranquility
by Tanya Leithold

this philosophy on to our students."
Holman said the garden will
contain about 100 tons of rock
Imagine a place of peace and in a variety of sizes and shapes.
tranquility, where students can
Basalt stepping stones and
escape the hectic pace of college large pieces of granite from
life.
Vantage will add local flavor.
Now imagine a bunch ofrocks.
Many other stones will come
By next April these two will from an area in the high Cascombine to form a Japanese cades near Mount Si. Total cost
garden which is being con- of the rock, including transstructed in the area west of portation, is estimated at
Walnut Mall on part of the old $15,000.
railroad burro that runs
A stream flowing through the
through campus.
garden will be fed from the
Special efforts are being made irrigation ditch on campus.
to follow traditional Japanese
The universities in the cities
design concepts, utilizing of Kyoto and Shimane that
asymmetrical balance and vi- Central conducts student exsual weight of objects.
changes with, are donating six
"Traditional Japanese gar- hand-carved Japanese stone
dens are a place of serenity and lanterns valued at $16,000.
reflection, set aside from the
world," said John Holman, director of Facilities Manage- See GARDEN I pg. 3
mt, . ''We hope we can pass

. Staff reporter

Ground has been removed in preparation for a Japanese garden ajacent to Walnut Mall.
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Halloween hellraiser, Hitchcock horseplay and a hurried harmony honey
A Central faculty member
received a real 'trick' from a
Brooklane Village woman
while taking his three
children trick-or-treating,
campus police said.
As the man, his three
children and another man,
approached a house on
Halloween night, a woman
came out and began swearing at the children.
The man told police she
called the kids "goddamn
little brats," and told them
to "get the hell away from
here."
The man said the woman
also threw a snowball at
them, but missed.
Campus police later went
to the apartment, but no one
was at home.
Officers said they went
back to the apartment on
other occasions, but found
the building dark each time.

On Sunday, campus police
said they noticed two Central
banners were missing from
their pole attachments on
Walnut Mall.
Officers investigated the
area around StephensWhitney for discarded
banners, but found nothing.
Another check showed that
the rest of the banners were
still intact.
Police said they have no
suspects at this time.

On Saturday, a man
involved in 'horseplay' with

A Living Group Advisor
at Alford-Montgomery Hall

From RHC I pg. 1
that it was not them who decided to take a way the group's
power, but it was the entire
body who made the vote.
Denise Skaggs, RHC vicechair, cast the sole executive
vote. She said the original motion was misunderstood from
the start.
''The motion was misunderstood, the voters misunderstood it. As the executive voter,
lagreewith Wednesday's vote,"
said Skaggs.
"I believe RHC's strength
comes the fact that we are not
100 percent involved in political issues."
Also on the meeting's agenda
was the replacement of the
council's secretary, Ernie

friends at Hitchcock fell
against a glass patio door and
shattered it, campus police
said.
The man received a small
cut on his neck, but refused
medical treatment, police
said.
Housing Maintenance
arrived at the scene to repair
the damage, which was
estimated at $100.

CAMPUS COPS
by Joe Butler

contacted campus police on
Tuesday because of problems
with residents over a stereo.
Police said the LGA had
seen a man pounding on a
room door because the
residents of the room had
been pounding on his wall.
The residents said they
were pounding on the wall
because the stereo was being
played to loud.
The LGA told police that
similar disputes had been
going on all year, and she
had tried talking to the man
before, but he refused to
answer his door and turned
up his stereo.
Officers said they confronted the man, who said
the pounding almost caused
items on his wall to fall off.

Wagner, who anpounced his
resignation at the meeting.
Elections were held that night
for his position.
Joe Butler, a representative
from Kamola Hall was voted in
to replace him, effective the
first day of winter quarter.
RHC Chairman John
Brangwin is disappointed to
see Wagner go, but hopes that
Wagner will have more time
for geology, his major.
Brangwin also hopes thatRHC
is going to gain with Butler.
"Joe will bring different perspectives to our group/' said
Brangwin.
"Joe has some qualities Ernie
doesn't have, and Ernie had some that Joe doesn't have,"
said Brangwin.

He was advised to turn
down his stereo.
The people in the other
room were also warned not to
pound on his wall or they
could face malicious mischief
citations.
Officers also contacted
neighbors, who said the
stereo was not too loud, and
the other people had pounded
on the man's door first.
The LGA and police said
they are concerned that these
problems could grow worse in
the future.

Campus police watched
a car exit Student Village on
Saturday and began traveling at a high rate of speed.
When police stopped the car
the driver said she was late

for a choir trip.
She received a speeding
citation, and was released.

On Wednesday, an Alder
Terrace man was seen by
campus police entering the
J-14 parking lot.
Police said the man drove
his car past two 'DO NOT
ENTER' signs, past two
Emergency and Service
Vehicle Only signs, entered
the Holmes Service area,
and continued on to the
Walnut pedestrian mall.
Officers stopped the man,
and he said a passenger
told him it was OK to drive
on campus.
Police informed him the
only time this was possible
was when the signs are
covered, which is at the
beginning and end of a
quarter.
Police said the man was
cited with driving on service
roads without permission.

Holiday
Full Meal
Deal'"
Now
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'Cradle' dedicated; landscaping breaks ground and horizon
by Stephen Neufeld
Staff reporter

"Cascade Cradle" the newest
addition to landscape art on
campus, was dedicated last
Thursday.
.
"I want to share the joy of
being on this giant sphere," said
artist Gary Bates, who was
honored at the dedication.
Bates said he views his
sculptures as a "thank you note
to Van Gogh" and other great
artists. He said it's like "passing the torch" of inspiration.
President Donald Garrity said
he hopes that this piece of work
would be a part of a "growing
crescendo of art on campus"
which would add to the "quality of experience" of students.
Bates, who is a maintenance
worker at Yellowstone National Park, is inspired by the
natural forces at work around
him. It is this inspiration that
he translates into his sculptures.
It was 16 years before his
dream of the public exhibition
of his sculptures became a reality. But since, his first exhibition in 1986, his works have
been exhibited in Taiwan,
Boston and Los Angeles.
It was nearly two and a half
years after Central's art selection committee first met to
choose works for the campus
that Bates' sculpture was
dedicated.
Bates was among 109 artists
whose work was recommended
by the Washington State Art
Commission to the art selection
committee. After considering
models for the project, three
were selected as finalists.
Bates' project was selected
through the help of the Washington State Artist Bank. The
Artist Bank is a list of over
6,500 artists on file with the
Washington State Art Commission.
After his work was commissioned, Bates actually started
building the sculpture in Utah
on Feb. 15, 1991 and it was
installed on July 31.
The top of "Cascade Cradle"
rotates in the wind. According
to Bates it takes a46-mph wind
to move the 2,363 pound top.

Stephen Neufeld/Observer

'Cascade Cradle' sculptor Gary Bates at the dedication.
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The gateway to the garden
will be built in the traditional
Japanese style by Dale
Brotherton, a Japanese carpenter from Seattle.
Entry to the garden will be
restricted to daylight hours.
The garden is intended to be
a place oflearning, where class
work in Japanese lifestyles
and culture can be taught.
Students will also have a
chance to learn about Japanese gardening techniques by
helping in the maintenance of
the garden.
The project will cost an estimated $205,000. Part of this
cost will be covered by a grant
from the Japan World Exposition 1970 Commemorative
Committee for $51,000.
The remaining funds will
come from Central minor
capital allocations for campus
landscape improvements,
money allocated by the state
Legislature in the 1989 biennium, said Holman.
Consulting on the project is

Masa Mazano, internationally-known Japanese landscape designer from Lake Oswego, Ore.
Mazano has contributed to
Japanese gardens in Portland,
Spokane, and many others
along the west coast.
President Garrity and Director of International Programs Kelly Ainsworth were
major proponents of the garden project.
'
Ainsworth prepared the application for the World Exposition grant, and received
$51,000 instead ofthe $10,000
that the exposition committee
normally allocates to a project.
If money can be raised, officials are considering adding a
traditional Japanese tea
house in one corner of the
garden some time in the future.
A dedication ceremony is
planned for mid-December,
and most of the garden is
scheduled to be completed by
April 30, 1992.

Central's Japanese garden will look something like this

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl, Ellensbur.
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Affirmative Action subcommittee
writes racial harassment policy
by Marvin Rosete
Staff reporter

As college campuses become
more ethnically diverse the
need for making a clear-cut
policy against racial harassment and racial violence becomes necessary, said Nancy
Howard, Central's director of
Affirmative Action.
A seven-member subcommittee from Central's Affirmative
Action Advisory Council is attemptingto write such a policy.
According to Nancy Howard,
the future policy will not only
cover student conditions, but
the interaction of all members
of Central's community.
Howard said Central is creating the policy for many reasons.
• The Higher Education Coordinating Board of Washington State (HEC Board) has
mandated all state schools develop and implement a racial
harassment policy.
• The policy will be a positive
indicator to people of color that
Central is concerned with pro-

viding a hospitable climate in
which all people can work and
study.
• Many campuses are looking
at policies because of a rise in
racial incidents nationwide,
some of which are violent.
"We need to provide assurances when laws are broken
that action is taken," Howard
said.
In October 1990, 12 Japanese
exchange students were
taunted, had eggs thrown at
them and were urinated on at
Teikyo Loretto Heights University in Denver. Racially
motivated beatings and robberies were also reported at
the university.
In December, USA Today reported about 300 campuses
nationally have reported incidents of racial harassment.
According to the article, one
in four minority students have
been the victim of racial harassment.
Some state schools are already coming out with policies.
Western Washington University drafted a policy of racial

intolerance.
Central's subcommittee is
examining codes and policies
from other schools, such as The
Evergreen State College, Penn
State, University of Michigan,
Brown University, and schools
in the University of California
system.
The policy draft will be reviewed by the Affirmative Action Advisory Council before it
is forwarded to the president.
Hearings will be conducted
before the policy can be officially adopted. Prior to that
time, people with comments
and questions are encouraged
to contact any of the committee
members.
Members of the committee
are: Nancy Howard; Keith
Champagne, assistant vice
president for Student Affairs
and Diversity; Jim Nylander,
physical education professor;
Jimmie John, sociology professor; Carlos Reyes, assistant
director of admissions; Annette
Weis, education major; and
Jennifer Fisher, Central admissions intern.
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Hunger Fast nextThursday;
deposit ineal in food bank
by Stephen Neufeld
Staff reporter

Central students can do their
part to assist Ellensburg
food banks by participating in
the fifth annual Hunger Fast
day, Thursday, Nov. 21.
Students with meal card
tickets will be able to sign up to
donate either their breakfast,
lunch or both through
Wednesday Nov. 20.
The meal the student donates
would be skipped Thursday and

the money used to prepare the
meal would be donated to the
food bank program.
That money will be donated
to the Christmas Basket pro-

The Residence Hall Council
is considering offering the
Hunger Fast event each quarter, according to Ogg.
"It really makes a difference"

1111111l•llft11111lll
gram for the community.
In the past, $900 to $1,300
has been donated to the program, said Tom Ogg, dining
services director.

said Ogg.
In addition to the Hunger Fast
event, a canned food and
clothing drive will take place
next week, Nov. 18-22.

Page5

A
PRESENTATION
THINK

Boxes for non-perishable food
and clothing donations will be
Bvailable at all dining locations
on campus.
Sponsored by the Human
Rights Council, the purpose of
the drive is to supplement the
availability of supplies for the
needy of the community.
This is just another way of
increasing "awareness to the
general campus about human
rights issues," said Seth Ward,
a member ofthe Human Rights
Council.
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EDITORIAL

Quayle
and
abortion
Vice President Quayle's
recent interview on ABC's
"20/20" exemplifies the
Reagan legacy of politicians
applying fuzzy-headed
thinking to complicated
issues. Quayle reflected the
Bush Administration's
belief that abortion is
unacceptable and immoral,
except in cases of rape and
incest. The fundamental
flaw in the vice president's
argument, of course, is that

The Observer Fall 1991

he bases a fetus' right to
life not solely on an intrinsic belief in the humanness of the fertilized egg,
but also on the circumstances through which the
fetus was conceived. The
obvious question for
Quayle, and America, then,
is whether his position
concerning abortion reflects
a moral conviction or
nothing more than political
expediency and social
control.
Janet McCann
Cary C. Collins
Ian D. Livingston

See LETTERS/pg. 7
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The Observer, the official
student newspaper at Central
Washington University, is a
laboratory newspaper
produced in conjunction with
the school's Communication
department.
The Observer is distributed
each Thursday when school
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summer quarters.
Signed editorials and
cartoons represent the
author's opinion; unsigned
editorials represent the
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AIDS alarm should be top priority without Magic
The subheading, "Magic
sounds a sobering alarm,"
found in last Sunday's
Seattle Times/Seattle PostIntelligencer frustrates,
saddens and angers me.
Simply because a wellknown and much-loved
sports hero, Magic Johnson,
has tested positive for the
HIV virus, AIDS suddenly
gained the top-priority
attention that has long been
overdue.
The sobering alarm of
AIDS should have gone off
years ago. It should have
rung loud and clear when
thousands of people began
dying.
''This really hits home,"
said Gerald Wilkins of the
New York Knicks, in
Sunday's article.
''This disease came into our

From LETTERS/pg. 6

Wolll.en
don't have
equal rights
yet
I read with interest Heidi
Gruber;s opinions of the women's
movement, equality of the sexes,
and sexual harassment. I understand how she could inno-

cently believe that sexism no
longer exists, and that
women like Andrea Dworkin
who conduct research on
violence against women
appear to be "concentrating
on the inequities of the past
than on the realities of the
present." (Except, if Heidi did
her homework, she'd realize
that rape, battering and
incest are very much issues
of the present.)
It may be difficult for some
young women to believe that
women still experience
sexism when a recent study
of the U.S. Department of
Education indicates that
women outperform men
scholastically in high school
and in college, continue on to
college at the same rate as
men, receive more college
scholarships, and complete
their undergraduate degrees
more quickly than men. But
what happens after graduation?
Well, women get more of
their fair share of some
things - and less of others.
For example, let's look at
salaries. Right now women
with college degrees earn the
equivalent of men who have
just completed high school. In
1975 women made 59 cents
to every dollar a man made.
In 1985 women made 66
cents on the dollar. Women

league and took one of our
greatest players, a guy
everyone loves. It should
make a lot of people stop and
think about the lifestyle they
lead."
Lifestyle evaluation because
of AIDS is not, or at least
should not be, a novel concept.
Granted, Johnson's shocking situation will cause a lot
of people to stop and think,
but it is not a revelation.
It is disheartening when
human value is directly
related to superficial celebrity status and innate sexual
preference.
My main question is:
Would finding a cure for
AIDS be as high of a priority
if it solely affected our
country's homosexual population?

by Heidi Gruber
Editor
Unfairly and unfortunately,
I think not.
After Johnson initially
announced he had tested
positive for the HIV virus, he
appeared on The Arsenio
Hall show and announced,
"First of all, I'm far from
being a homosexual."
The audience followed this
statement with a loud and
long applause.
I do not know what

earn less than men in almost trivial" about feminists
every job category. In addistanding up to protest such
tion, they are more likely to
treatment. And it does the
be poor. The media has called cause great harm when
it feminization of poverty.
people such as Heidi
Women comprise a growing
trivialize the issue and treat
number of those individuals
. it as if it were part of the
who live below the poverty
normal male/female dating
line. This includes working
ritual.
women, many of whom are
Women and men who know
the sole source of income for
that inequities continue to
their families, and the elderly exist for women in the
who try to get by on social
workplace will continue to
security benefits and/or
speak out. The reality is that
welfare.
the inequities still abound. In
The benefits and rewards
five or 10 years when Heidi
which our society has to give
has been out in the workare n_ot distributed equally'
place for awhile and had her
between the sexes. Women
share of experiences, she
are less likely to hold posimay see the value in speaktions of power, in both the
ing out on those issues which
public and private sectors.
will improve women's lot as
Women head fewer than 10
well.
percent of Fortune 500
companies today; and no
Nancy Howard, Director
more than 10 percent hold
Affirmative Action Office
college presidencies. Women
fare even worse in elective
positions.
Only two women
are U.S. senators.
And yes - women are more
likely to experience sexual
harassment in the workplace.
(And I'm not talking about
normal dating behaviors!) I'm
talking about unwanted
sexual attention which
negatively affects working
conditions to the extent that
it creates an offensive and
hostile environment. I'm
talking about employees
(mostly women) being
grabbed, pinched, threatened
with termination (or bribed
with promotion) if they don't
or do come across with sexual
favors. I'm talking about
having to listen to a boss' or
co-worker's sexual fantasies
or constant sexual innuendoes. And I'm not just giving
you "one woman's perception." The guidelines for
determining sexual harassment are clearly stated by
the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.
There's nothing "petty or

Johnson's intention was
when he made the above
statement. But, the undertone of it is that because he is
proof that AIDS is affecting
heterosexuals, it is important
to find a cure.
A medical researcher in a
television interview came
right out and said that
because Johnson is HIV
positive, "we [researchers]
really feel the pressure to
find a cure for AIDS."
What about the importance
of finding a cure for AIDS
because it kills people?
Aren't those who contracted
the disease before Johnson
significant?
I am appreciative of
Johnson's willingness to turn
his situation into something
positive by working to
educate people about AIDS

and the importance of "safesex."
But, at the same time, it is
scary to think that it took a
heterosexual celebrity's
contraction of the HIV virus
for AIDS to receive longdeserved and adequate
attention.
The horrible reality of this
entire story is that if you
happen to contract a rare
but deadly disease as
primarily our country's
homosexual population did
10 years ago, your only
hope for a cure is to pray
that a popular "straight"
celebrity contracts the same
disease.
Because it is only then
that complete attention will
be given and "real" work
toward finding a cure will
be vowed.

Job positions at The Observer
for Winter 1992
Instead of making quirks like a bunch of
Capt. Kirks 'bout the way the paper works
come to where it lurks to be one
O' The Observer jerks who works
and works and works.
-I. M. Sory
The Observer is looking to fill these positions for
winter quarter:
• Editor • Managing Editor • Sports Editor
• Scene Editor • Copy Editors • Photo Editor
• Production Manager • Assistant Production
Manager
• Ad Representatives • Writers • Photographers
Deadline for applications is Friday Nov. 15. Send
them to Room 252, Bouillon Hall, c/o John Foster.
For more information call 963-1026 or 963-1250
and ask for Christine.
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SCENE
Art exhibit dedicated to professor
His specialties are appraising Western and Indian art
along with Indian artifacts.
Goodey first became interArt is integrated into every ested in Indian art as a child,
part of society. Everything hu- when he lived near an Indian
mans come in contact with are reservation, and an Indian gave
a product of someone's artistic his father an handmade gift.
"It [Indian work] is so supeability.
For some people, art is a ma- riorto what we do," commented
jor part of their lives. Central Goodey. "So many things inpsychology Professor Darwin corporate art into the world.
What a dull world it would be
Goodey is such a person.
The Western Art Exhibit and without art."
Inhissparetime,Goodeyalso
Auction show held in
Vancouver, Wash. was dedi- tours art shows, traveling an
cated to Goodey. The show ran average of 50,000 to 70,000
miles a year. Traveling from
from Oct. 18-20.
Vancouver
to Portland to Eu"I was surprised and honored," says Goodey concerning gene to Seattle is a typical
the dedication. "It was a com- weekend for him.
He also enjoys listening to
plete surprise to me."
light
classical music and readHaving been the president of
the Ellensburg Western Art ing.
"1 read every paper that is
Association for 17 years,
Goodey has had a lot of expe- handed to me," Goodey laughs.
What views does this profesrience appraising art for tax
sor
have on life?
purposes.
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter

"People are doing the best they
can under the circumstances,"
Goodey said. "How can we create better situations for the
people? [It's] not easy to do, but
it's easier than changing
people."
"If everyone gave a little more
and asked for a little less, it
would help make it a lot better
world," he added.
Generally, Goodey likes his
work at Central.
"I have a very supportive department [and an] outstanding secretary," he said. "They
[the department] can figure out
what I want even when I don't
know."
Goodey's biggest pet peeve is
students who don't listen. What
annoys him is ''how much time
we waste in repeating things."
Overall, Goodey is enthusiastic about teaching at Central.
"I love my work here!;' he exclaims.
One of Goodey's other

.

Courtesy of University Relations

Psychology professor Darwin Goodey.

achievements is being one of
three people from Central selected in 1990 by The Daily

Record as a person who has
had an impact on making the
community what it is today.

Central represented at
national fashion show
by Michael C. Radice
Staff reporter

.Professor Carolyn Schactler instructs one of her rnany
Lstudents In the field of fashion design.

Central was well on its way
to be represented on a national
level when Clothing and Textile
Professor Carolyn
Schactler submitted a handmade jacket to a national fashion show.
The fashion show which was
held in San Francisco, Calif.
Nov. 1, was the result of a
contest sponsored by the International Textiles and Apparel
Association.
The national contest encourages instructors in college
textile and clothing departments from around the coilntry
to enter garments they designed and made themselves.
'1':1e winners of the contest
are chosen to be represented at
the fashion show.

Several hundred garments
were submitted for the competition this year with
Schactler'sjacket beingpicked
as a winner.
"I really intended to enter
the contest as sort ofa dry run,
to see what it was all about so
I could design something wonderful for next year's contest,"
said Schactler.
She went on to note she entered the contest late and the
jacket she submitted .wasn't
anything especially fancy or
elaborate.
The "Campus Jacket," as she
calls it was especially designed
for Ellensburg winters.
She describes it as loose fitting and made so it can be
easily worn over suit jackets
or sweaters .
As the director of the Central
fashion design and construe-

tion program, she finds not
many people know about their
activities.
"Our program is one of the
best-kept secrets of the university," she said.
"It's a wonderful, comprehensive program, and our students go on to be designers in
some of the best manufacturing houses in the country."
Schactler went on to note two
of her students work [designing clothes] for Generra in Seattle; two more at Pacific Trail;
and yet another at The Gap.
Others, she notes, work for
smaller boutiques all over the
country.
Aside from being a talented
clothing designer and clothes
maker, Schactler also finds
time to play in the Yakima
Symphony.

Professor races to success
by Susan Burke
Staff reporter

Like a lot of people, Ken Calhoun,
prnfessor of industrial and engineering technology, spends his spare
time working on his car. Unlike
most people though the car Calhoun
works on is his 1917 Alfa Romeo.
The Alfa Romeo is what Calhoun
uses for his other pastime, sports
car road racing.
Calhoun first became interested
in racing back in the 60s as an
observer of the sport. Once he had
the opportunity, he persued racing
and in 197 5 he went to a special race
drivers school which allowed him
to obtain a special racing licence.

The competitiveness of the sport
is what Calhoun enjoys most.
A member of the Sports Car Club
of America, Calhoun also competes
in two Northwest regional racing
clubs. Thecircuitheregularlyraces
stretches from British Columbia
down to San Francisco.
Typically, Calhoun races about
six to 10 times per year on the
Northwest circuit. He hasn't raced
for the last two years, because he's
been busy doing extensive work to
the engine of his car.
"After a 30 minute race you can
expect to do about 40 hours of engine work," explained Calhoun.
Calhoun purchased his current
racing car two years ago, and has
been working on rebuilding it since.

"It's been to nationals five times,"
said a proud Calhoun. He has only
had the opportunity to race it once
after he bought it, and then dove
into working on the engine.
The next racing season runs from
mid-April through September and
Calhoun expects to have his car
ready to go.
Calhoun's goal is to go to the
national championships in Atlanta
before he quits someday. The top
three racers from each division are
invited, but not many racers from
the Northwest attend nationals.
Cecelia Calhoun and her husband Professor Ken Calhoun
Calhoun said people don't go bepose with his 1917 Alfa Romeo.
cause it's a long way to tow acar,as
well as spare engines, parts, and . as long has he still enjoys doing it- a couple of years ago.
and recalls a 70-year old man who
"It's a fun sport you can do as you
tools.
Calhoun plans to continue racing raced on the Northwest circuit just get older," said Calhoun.
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IMusical celebration
for Veterans Day
by Stephen Neufeld
Staff reporter

The United States Army Field
Band and Soldier's Chorus, together with 700 civilians comcc.·:·:.:.:'.·.'.·.".". :·>>I memorated Veterans Day with
a performance in Nicholson
, Pavilion Monday.
The most popular numbers
on the program were medleys:
"Hooray for Hollywood," "South
Pacific" and "Gershwin
Memories."
"God Bless America" and
"Stars and Stripes Forever"
were also well received standards.
Central band director Larry
Gookin was guest conductor for
the "American Salute" in the
second half of the show.
"Hooray for Hollywood" featured well-known melodies
from shows such _as "Star
Wars," "StarTrek," ''M.AS.H.,"
"Sesame Street" and others.

The crowd nodded in recognition as the different tunes
chimed in.
"Gershwin Memories" featured early 20th-century pop
tunes including "S'wonderful",
"Summertime," and "I've Got
Rhythm."
Just before "God Bless
America" about 70 veterans
responded to the invitation to
stand and be recognized by an
appreciative audience.
The encore featured country
music performer Lee Greenwood's song "Proud to be an
American."
In addition, the newest
member of the Soldier's Chorus is '91 Central graduate
Barbara Wood, who sings alto.
Wood wasn't in uniform on
Monday because she had just
completed her basic training
and is still learning the music
while she tours with the group.
Her first performance will be
Christmas caroling at the Pentagon later next week after
which the group will tour
Canada and several southern
states.
The touring band was first
commissioned in 1946 to help
promote sale of war bonds following World War II and "to
tell the story of our magnificent soldiers," said program
narrator Master Sergeant
Orvel H. Lee.
The Veterans Day event was
sponsored by The Daily Record,
Central's music department
and CWU Foundation.
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Things

The Company that believes
in you. Your credit is good
with us; for your next gift
let us help.

Guaranteed Instant Financing
No interest and Low Payments

Macintosh llsi System.
Macintosh Classic® System.
Macintosh LC System.
What's more, you may even qualify for the
Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
you can save big on Apple's most popular comSo come in right now and check out the big
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
savings
on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
savings last only through January 5, 1992.
throughout college and beyond.

For more information contact
Monte Bisson at the University Store
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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'Men's town' is a place where boys can be boys
It happens every Thursday night at 9:00. As soon
as Sam Malone shows his
face on the set of "Cheers"
it's all over for me and any
other female in the vicinity.
High fives begin to fly and
shouts of "Sammy" fill the
air.
I watch in amazement as
the sensitive, politically
correct boys in front of me
are transformed in to
chauvinistic creatures of
prehistoric thought.
Welcome to "Men's Town."
It isn't really anything
new, it's simple male
bonding. But, my friends
call it "Men's Town"- a
name they adopted from an
episode of the TV program
"Coach." And just the
mention of"Men's Town"
will launch them into a

JILL JOHNSON
Scene Editor
state of euphoria.
I asked one of my friends to
tell me what this "Town" was
all about, but he couldn't tell
me. It's not because it is
involves any secret ritual and
it's not because he didn't
want to tell me-he didn't
tell me because he honestly
didn't know.

"It's nothing really," he
embarrassingly said.
But nothing or not, their
loyalty to "Men's Town" is
stronger than any sharp
glance of disapproval I could
ever possibly throw their
way, and it far outweighs
any feelings of commitment
towards any girl they happen to be dating at the time.
In "Men's Town" anything
goes. Jokes don't have to be
funny because no matter
what, someone will laugh.
Manners aren't necessary
because none of the men will
be offended-a few timely
grunts will say as much as
one well-communicated
sentence.
In "Men's Town" every guy
is your buddy-and every girl
is worth a second (sometimes
third) look. All men are

STEPS=StudeJZts aJZd Staff
for the Educatioll and
Preve11tio11 of Sexual
Assault

They were perfectly contentworking hard-joking among
themselves- being men.
I like "Men's Town." I'm
happy they have somewhere
to go where they don't feel
judged and there are no
expectations. A place where
they can go and be boy'seven if it is just in their head.
"Men's Town" isn't meant to
exclude women, it is used to
bond men.
I don't always understand
it. But I understand that I
don't have to-and for girls
with men in"Men's Town,"
that's all we need to know.

accepted, if for no other
reason than for being a man.
They don't have to be
intellectual, they don't have
to be sensitive and they don't
have to do anything they
don't want to do.
"It's where men don't have
to communicate because they
already know exactly what .
each other is thinking," said
another one of these manlymen.
A few weeks ago these men
spent a few hours out in the
wilderness. Four guys
dressed in flannel shirts,
splitting wood for a fire.
~·~
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Open 9:00 a.m. Friday November 15th

20°/o off Storewide
Except Snack Bar and already
priced merchandise

Open Sundays 12:00 - 4:00
Open Friday Nights until 8:00

Stephen Nuefeld/Th:Zlb::~:;:<
entral's Chamber choir prepares for the presentation of
'The Messiah" Nov. 23 at 8:15 p.m. In Hertz Recital Hall

JUST FOR YOU
Khchen Gift & Bath
4th & Pine

925-5121

GRAND
CENTRAL
925-2999
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1011 N. Alder ... next to campus
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Central Washington University
and the Ellensburg Community
are cordially invited to
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A TRIBUTE TO
PRESIDENT AND MRS. GARRITY
November 23, 1991

SHOWTIMES .
7:00&9:15Daily

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
~
~t;·

PINKFLOYD
THE WALL
at 12:00 midni8fzt

ELLENSBURG TAN CO.

Reception and Banquet
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p_m.
Lombard Room
The Messiah
presented by
CWU Chamber Choir and University Orchestra
Hertz Hall • 8:15 p.m.
Reservations are $20 general and $12 students.
Tickets for The Messiah are $3 general and $2 students.
Contact University Relations and Development at 963-1484.
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SPORTS
Wildcats survive scare from. SFU
by Ron Munson
Staff reporter

FOOTBALL
Central's football team will
close out the regular season
against Western Washington
University this Saturday at 1
p.m., at Tomlinson Field.
Central can wrap up an unprecedented fourth straight
unbeaten regular season, their
fifth straight Mount Rainier
League football title and their
second straightNAIAnational
championship with a win over
Western.
Western can qualify for the
playoffs with a win over Central
and if Pacific Lutheran loses to
Simon Fraser.
It will be Central's No.1 nationally-rated offense against
Western's No. 6 nationallyrated defense.
And if all that doesn't add up
to making this one ofthe biggest
games this season, add that
the Vikings and the Wildcats
are arch-rivals and Western
will be looking for its first victory over Central since 1978.
Last week Central managed
a 38-35 win over stubborn
Simon Fraser. The Clansmen
held a 35-28 lead over the
Wildcats with just over nine
minutes left in the game. That's
when the 'Cats got busy.
The 'Cats put together two

Quanerback Beau Baldwin (17) passes for a school record 467 yards; Tyson Raley (34) uncharacterlstlcally drops a pass.

dramatic scoring drives in the
fourth quarter to turn away
the Clansmen.
The first drive ended with a
27:.yard field goal by Darrell
Roust, with 4:26 to play.
Then came what some people
have labeled as The Drive.
Central's defense forced the
Clan to punt and the drive
started at its own 22-yard line.
Beau Baldwin complet~d
eight passes for 68 yards including the game-winner to
Eric Boles with four seconds
left in the game.

Boles, who put himself back
into the game for the final drive
despite a pulled muscle, led all
receivers in the game with
eight catches for 167 yards.
His performance was the fifth
best in school history.
Baldwin set five school
records, including passing
yards (467), completions (32),
and passing attempts (52).
Baldwin also threw four interceptions.
"I made some mistakes out
there, mistakes that almost
cost us the game," said

Baldwin, who also fumbled on
the Clan's one-yard line early
in the third quarter.
Central's running attack was
limited after Kenny Thompson
went down in the second quarter with a pulled hamstring:
Simon Fraser's 14-0 lead in
the first quarter marked the
first time the Wildcats have
trailed an opponent all year.
Thompson scored on a oneyard run late in the first quarter after running the ball to the
six-yard line on a 62-yard
screen pass.

The Wildcats led 28-21 at
halftime
Central's defense allowed 179
yards rushing and 132 yards
passing.
Central's offense gained 467
yards through the air and 176
yards on the ground.
Thompson and Bole's status
for Saturday's game was undetermined at press time. Quarterback Ken Stradley, out with
a fractured finger, shoulQ see
some action as Central prepares for the playoffs starting
next Saturday.

'Cat wrestlers start season with win
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central's grapplers picked up
where they left off last season,
as they drilled Yakima Valley
Community College 35-11 Nov.
1 in Nicholson Pavilion to open
their 1990-91 wrestling campaign.
126 pounder Curt Schroeder
pinned Jason House ofYVCC
at 2:36 in the first round to
capture the Wildcats' first official pin of the year.
Jason Sharpe at 150, picked
up the team's other pin, and
134 pounder Lee MacDiarmid
scored the team's only tech in cal
fall with a 21-3 thrashing in
the match.
Other winners in the opening
match included: Tod Heikes at
142, Roger Shoup at 177 by
injury default, Mark Bonthuis
at 190 and heavyweight Chad
Stussy.
Brothers Jason and Sandy
Stevenson, national qualifiers
last year, sat out the match
due to injuries.
Sandy is expected to return to
action Nov. 23 for the Pacific
Lutheran University Open.
Last year's nationally placed
118 pounder Nick Nastri also
sat out the match and won't
compete officially for the squad
until January because of eligi-

WRESTLING
bility problems.
Last weekend the Wildcats
traveled to North Idaho to
compete in the North Idaho
Takedown tournament.
Jason Stevenson was the only
individual winner for the 'Cats
at the tournament, wrestling
at 150 pounds.
"It was great to win it [the
tournament], but you've got to
keep it in perspective,"
Stevenson said, "It's only a
takedown tournament."
Coach Jim Heikes was happy
with his team performance at
the tournament.
"It was a positive thing because the young kids did well
and we had someone win it
[individually]," Heikes said.
Central would've finished in
second place had team scores
been kept.
This weekend the team will
travel to Canada to compete in
the Simon Fraser University
Tournament.
"
Following the tourney the
Wildcats will have a dual meet
Nov. 22 against Highline College.
The 'Cats will stay on the road
until Dec. 11 when they are
Walt AtkinsonfThe Observer
scheduled to take on North Central's Mark Bonthius shoves his opponent's head Into the mat last Friday night In
Idaho College.
Nicholson Pavilion.
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Women's rugby: it's not what you might think
by Courtney Daisley
Staff Reporter

WOMEN'S RUGBY
Ask any woman and she'll tell
you she's been stereotyped at
least a few times in her life.
Unfortunately for Central's
women's Rugby Club, there is
one particular stereotype that
is very annoying- the stereotype that all the women on the
team are fat, ugly and homosexual.
Amy Clausen, club president,
wants to emphasize club
members are none of those
things.
On the contrary, Clausen and
her teammates are simply
strong-willed, athletic women
who formed a rugby club after
watching their male counterparts in action.
Clausen, a junior majoring in
Spanish, thought the sport
Walt Atkinson/The Observer
looked fun and after one quarentral's women's rugby club Is fast becoming a popular club sport for women at the university to compete In. It's a rough
ter of rugby class her freshman
nd tough sport, as shown here during a home match last month.
year at Central, she decided to
start a club.
After some strong recruiting
manages to give the impresPOSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
at the end of last season, the
sion of a team that is dedicated
"Right
now
we're.
club seems to be getting unto the sport and to each other.
INTERNATIONAL
derway this year with about 20
playing teams on
The players frequently spend
players._
EXPERIENCE
IS A GREAT
money
out
of
their
own
pockets
our own level Four of these players,
CAREER
MOVE!
order to travel to other
beginner teams ... in
Roxanne Megorden, Christine
schools for games.
Spring and Summer 1992
Olsen, Jenna Fisher, and
This spring we'll
Fortunately, the players have
Nicole Seeling, along with
a
club
fund
and
hold
an
occatackle harder
Clausen, are the club's only
sional fundraiser as well to help
teams. We'll find
returning players. However,
~ct as a campus and community resou~ce by:
ease any personal costs.
• Coordinating activities between Japanese students and
Amencans
the lack of experience on the out what it's really
Clausen encourages anybody
• Assisting students in their residence_ halls
. ..
team doesn't faze Clausen.
interested
in
playing
to
come
. l.k
I e."
• Maximizing students' involveme~t m campus actiy1ti~s
"We're not very organized," she
out and practice with the team,
• Facilitating international friendships and commumcahon between
admitted, "but I think it's going
who will be happy to give lesstudents and staff.
to be a good season."
Compensation: Room and board i~ C\YU Residence H~lls. In-Service
sons.
-Amy
Clausen
training in Cross-cultural Commumcabon, peer counseling, and
The season Clausen refers to
No experience is necessary.
Women's rugby
Japanese culture.
is broken into two parts. The
So, for any strong-willed, athApplications: AUAP Office, Special Services Building Rm. 167 or
first half of the season is being
club president
letic women under the age of
played now.
153
.
. 1s .
25, Clausen and her teammates
Informational Meetings: November 18 and January 14 m Specia erv1ces
Because of a scheduling mixpractice Tuesday through
Building, Rm. 157 at 7:00 p.m.
up though, the club has only
Regardless of the number of Thursday at 3:30 p.m. on the
Interviews will be held November 19-26 and January 8-22
played two games and they are players on the team, Clausen practice field.
Final Selections will be made in late January
1-1. The club lost its first game
against Gonzaga and won its
For more information please call Kelly Mills at 963-1373
second game against Whitman.
The club's third and final
game is this Saturday against
Eastern at 11 a.m. in Ellensburg.
Incorporated
The second half of the rugby
season takes place this spring.
Clausen thinks the spring
season shows a lot of promise.
"Right now we're playing
Mon\ed.-Fri. 5:30-6:30, Sat.9-10
teams on our own level - beginner teams," she explained.
"This spring we'll tackle
Dottie Rogers, certified instructor 925-1950
harder teams. We'll find out
what it's really like."
When Clausen mentions the
club will be tackling harder
PARTS
teams, she's not just using a
ACCESSORIES
figure of speech. Breaking with
PERFORMANCE
another traditional stereotype
Phone 925-7915
of being delicate creatures,
these women will be literally
tackling one another.
"It's full body contact," Clausen
said. ''We don't scrimmage with
each other because we would
feel bad if we hurt any of our
teammates."
Since15 players are required
Hot dogs .59ct each or 2 for .98ct
on the field to play, hurting
any of the 20 teammates is
strongly avoided.
Yet even if the players don't
hurt one another, the weather
will sometimes get to them.
&
"It depends on if it's cold,"
Clausen said referring to the
Open Monday through Saturday
100 North Main
number of players on the team.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
During finals week, look for an

DOTTIE'S CLASS!!
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af the Eagles Lodge - 4th & Water

420 North Pine

925-7726
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$1.49
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Come see us for
winter car-·nee.d-sl

Sun. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(509) 962-9876

Winter is here
We have
gloves
hats
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by Courtney Daisley
Staff reporter

For those who love to ski,
this year's early snow is
enough to quicken pulses all
over campus.
Early snow means an early,
and perhaps long season
filled with moguls, K2s and
frequent trips to the Slide
Inn - Snoqualmie's finest
bar.
However, now that the snow
seems to be retreating, an
early season seems to be just
wishful thinking.
Yet this wishful thinking
hasn't stopped Matt Johnson,
vice president of Central's
ski club - the Powderhounds
- from making some positive
predictions for the upcoming
season.
"I think we could be in for a
good year," he said. "I think
we're in for a cold and long
winter," Johnson said.
Johnson also had some
predictions about the snow
itself.
"We should be getting some
good snow, not the normal
Cascade concrete snow," he
said.
"If the weather stays the
same, the snow should be
lighter and drier."
This type of snow, commonly called "champagne
powder," is something of a
rarity for Washington. The
concrete snow this area
typically endures would be
gladly traded in by skiers for
Mni~t"hinP $:\ lit.t.lP. drier.
To say that Johnson, 22, is
an experienced skier is
something of an understatement. He's been skiing for
the past 13 years.
Johnson's parents started
him on a hill by their house
in Burlington with a pai'r of
old wooden skis strapped to
his feet. His first experience
on the slopes was at Mount
Hood, in Oregon.
"It was a lot of fun," he said,
"until I fell off the rope tow
and broke my mom's skis."
Johnson's skiing experiences, and his equipment,
improved dramatically as the
years went on.
Eventually, he became a ski
instructor for Mount Baker
Ski School and started skiing
on K2 TVC's, one of the best
skis on the market.
Johnson taught kids ranging in ages from 7 to 13.
"It was great," he said of his
four years as an instructor.

"I think we're in
for a cold long
winter ... We
should be getting
some good snow,
not the normal
Cascade concrete
snow."
- Matt Johnson
Powderhounds
ski club V.P.
"The kids were great, I
skied a lot, I skied for free,
and my skiing got a lot
better. It was one of the best
experiences I've had."
The time Johnson spent ski
instructing helped pave the
way for his next skiing
endeavor - racing.
In 1984 Mount Baker
started a racing team on
which Johnson clinched a
spot. However, instead of
racing a typical slalom
course, Johnson branched off
into speed skiing.
Speed skiing - or bonzai
skiing - involves going
straight down a hill without
any turns.
Speed and time are crucial.
However, this type of skiing
proved to be a challenge
Johnson eventually mastered.
His dedication to racing led
him to be a two-time speed
skiing state champion in '84
and '85.
Johnson's racing days came
to an end in '86 when he
injured his knee playing
football.
Yet the finish to his racing
days could be somewhat of a
blessing.
Last year, he founded the
Powderhounds. By starting
this club, Johnson is giving
others a chance to learn and
improve their skiing skills.
Johnson's club is planning a
ski trip to Red Mountain in
January.
·
For those interested in
joining the Powderhounds,
contact Eric Parker at 9637634.
For anyone looking to learn
or improve their skiing
abilities, Matt Johnson and
the Powderhounds is the
place to E?O.

photo by Grafton Smith

Aspen's Tom Bowers cuts up the late morning powder on his favorite run during fllmlng
for a sequence for Warren Miller's "Born To Ski," something Central students belonging
to the Powderhounds ski club hope to be doing soon.

Four Seasons
411 N. Pine

SKIS
ELAN#975

REG SALE
265.00 109.50

BLIZZARD HREBIRD

275.00 137.50

K2PROSPORT

300.00 160.00

K2GYRATOR

360.00 260.00

K2TRC

395.00 280.00

K2EXTREME

495.00 395.00

Discount Ski Shop

RAICHLE BOOTS CROSS COUNTRY PK6
REG

BIBS
50%RE~LS

SALE

VNA(MEN)

190.00 123.50

VNA(LADY)

190.00 123.50

RE250

215.00 139.75

RX670

330.00 214.50

RE 370 (MEN & LADY)

275.00 178.75

LADY PRO

340.00 225.00

JARVINEN FLEX SKI
RANGER BOOT
FIBERGLASS POLE
3 PIN BINDING
REG
223.90

NOW

139.95

SERVICES

MISC.

COLUMBIA PARKAS

25°/0RE~LS

925-9134

SKI POLES

25% OFF

SUNGLAS5FS (SKI OPTICS)

25% OFF

SKI GLOVES

20% OFF

SKIGOCGLES

20% OFF

SKI HATS

15% OFF

STRETCH PANTS

25% OFF

TUNE-WAX

15.00

CUSTOM MOUNTING

20.00

ENGRAVING
WAXING
X COUNTRY RENTAL

£\KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING
fine jewelry - jewelry repair
gem faceting - polishing

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS

Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - SapphireE
Ellensburg Blues
Amethyst

* *Discounts
**
Clothing
* * * *
Christmas Gift Ideas

Semi-precious Stones
109 W 3rd.

925-4900

•••••••••••••••••••••
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Lady 'Cats set sights on district title
UPS hosts NAIA District 1 tournament tomorrow; 'Cats to play PLU or WWU
by Shanon Burke .
Staff reporter

VOLLEYBALL

The Central's women's volleyball team will continue its
journey down the long and
winding road to victory, as it
begins the NAIA District 1
tournament this Friday at the
University of Puget Sound.
The tournament is singleelimination and all matches are
the best-of-five.
Central enters seeded second
in the two-day, six-team tour-

nament.
With a first-round bye, Central will play at 5 p.m. on Nov.
15 against the winner of a
match between third-seeded
Western Washington U niversity and the sixth-seeded team,
either Pacific Lutheran University or Lewis and Clark
State College.
If the 'Cats win, they will advance to Saturday's champion-

ship match at 7 p.m.
A victory oftheir second match
would earn them a District 1
volleyball title and a chance to
go to Nationals.
In order to travel to the national competition to be held in
Kansas City, Mo., the Wildcats
must first compete in a bi-district playoff match with the
No. 1 team from District 2.
Last week Central rallied to
finish second in its district by
defeating St. Martin's College,
3-1.

The first two games went

quick for the 'Cats, crushing
SMC 15-3 and 15-3.
However, in the third game
they slumped-off and were defeated 13-15.
In the fourth game, Central
finished the match off, winning 15-10.
The team finished its season
with a four-game winning
streak and a 26-11 overall ·
record.
Seniors Shana Pepper, Lisa
Huff and Daniel Wingerter led
the team against SMC in kills
with 11, 10 and nine, respec-

tively.
Wingerter also had 24 digs,
and Huff had eight blocks, including four solos.
Senior Michelle Hiebert
helped the team along by dishing out 49 assists.
Overall, Hiebert has 1, 123
assists.
A few of the other team leaders include: Huff with 33 service aces and 318 digs; Pepper
with 289 kills; sophomore Barb
Shuel with 119 blocks, 34 solos, and Wingerter with 117
blocks, 36 solos.

hat's happening...
~YES!

Washington Student Lobby

Help Promote Student Representation In Olympia
• WSL sponsors and supports legislation which serves to benefit, protect,
and promote students of higher education.
• WSL lobbies for student interest at the state capitol.
• WSL educates policy makers, students, and others, about student issues and concerns.

00

FOR

$1 Goes A Long Way Representing YOU!

Hitchcock & Espresso?
Yes! ·

Now every Wednesday night from 6:30-9 pm the Info-Booth
in the SUB will be open for Espre~o with an Alfred Hitchcock
movie in the Pit!
Movie at 7 pm

RELAX!
Don't Miss It!

D MEE'fJNG ..• SUB 103
B~on, Nov 1s, 3 ptnMEE'fING···
B SENATE sUB 20s
C\>}3ed. Nov 20.~6;1' SER~ICE-··

SAFE'f~ES

Meeting
tn SUB 103 ~E
1ue, Nov 19, 3 p CANDIDA

L

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LAST ONE!
CWU Presidential Cadinare Forum

t>RESIDENrtlA
forutn
.
n~ hatd Goetze

1% 12 ptn,
Mon, Nov '

ruC

SUB Pit

presents

Richard Goetze
Mon, Nov 18, 12 pm, SUB Pit
Your chance to ask questions and evaluate the
last CWU Presidential Candidate

·········~··················
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SUB 106
963-1693
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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ETC.
Attention graduating seniors
Applications due
soon:

CLASSIFIEDS
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign up
now. Contact John Moser Jr. 925-1272
REPOSSESSED & IRS FORECLOSED
HOMES available at below market value.
Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S&L
bailout properties. Call (805) 682-7555
Ext. H-6397
Fundrajser. We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working. Call
JoAnn or Sabrina at (800) 592-2121.
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4-wheelers, motor-homes, by FBI, IRS, DEA.
Available in your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. C-6052.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many positions. Great benefits. Call (805) 6827555 Ext. P-3764.
FREE TRAVEL· Air couriers and
Cruiseships. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for
Amusement Park employment. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. F-3517.

BABYSITTER WANTED: lrrestistible,
goodnatured6montholdseekspart-time
relationship with college-aged playmate
starting January 2, 1992. Wendesday,
Fridays, and occasional Mondays •. 8:30
am - 1:30 pm. Must have experience
and references. Call Debbie or Warren,
962-2678.
ADOPTION PLANNING? Your baby
would know you are special. Honesty,
sensible values, secure future, fun activities, and love. Call collect. Ask for Lois/
Ray. (206) 745-5052
VOLUNTEER NEEDED! Camp Fire (boys
& girls) has openings for male & female
leaders. For information call: 925-2755

Apply now for Winter
quarter 1992 graduation.
Applications are available at
Mitchell Hall, first floor.
Graduation applications for
students in Teacher Education preparation programs
are available at Black Hall,
Room216.
Final Deadline to submit
applications Winter quarter
is Jan. 10, 1992.

Loan exit interviews:
Pirect/Perkins loan recipients who expect to graduate
Fall Quarter 1991 are
required to complete an exit
interview prior to leaving
Central.
At the interview, you will
be provided with important
loan documents and in-

I
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RAISE $500... $I 000... $1500
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formed of your rights and
responsibilities.
Direct/Perkins loan exit
interviews are madatory. A
hold will be placed on graduation until you complete the
exit interview.
Student Financial Services
is scheduling group exit
interviews for Fall Quarter
now. The interviews last
approximately 45 minutes.
Please contact Student
Financial Services, 2nd floor
Mitchell Hall, or call 9633546 as soon as possible to
schedule your appointment
on one of the following dates:
•Thursday Nov. 21, 3 p.m.
•Friday Nov. 22, 3 p.m.
If you have a Stafford Loan
(formerly GSL) or a Supplemental Loan for Students
(SLS) you also need to
complete an exit interveiw.
Please contact the Financial
Aid office at room 209, Barge
Hall or call 963-1611 and
schedule an appointment.

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Crib Item
5 Evince
9 Colo. ski
resort
14 Busyas15 Air
16 Sierra 17 Putotf
19 Sew loosely
20 Hunting dogs
21 Confounded
23 Ballad
24 Protected side
25 Salts
26 Candle
29 Herbert's
"The-"
31 Footless
32 Dogdoc
33 Palm trees
36 Fleur·de·37 Uses logic
39 Malt beverage
40 Wood·turnlng
tools
42 Cal. fort
43 Translation
of a sort
44 Molasses'
partner
46 Jason's lady
47 Rainbows
49 Consume
50 Corn unit
51 Redcaps
53 Thespian
57 "I walked with Son.ow"
58 In a hurry
60 Dido
61 Director Kazan
62 Virginia willow
63 Ingress
64 Pine board
65 Brilliant
salamander
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

©1991, Tribune Media Services

9 Can.prov.
10 Puget Sound
port
11 Piece of mall
12 Register
13 Lacks
18 Fruit
22 Send back to
a lower court
24 Divulges
26 High
27 Samoan port
28 Letter addition
29 USagency
30 USagency
32 Evening star
34 Century plant
35 Botanical
DOWN
bristle
Skull and dunce 37 Kinsman: abbr.
Woodwind
38 Big name in
Remainder
hockey
Irked
41 Fraud of sorts
Lie
43 Ground
Barbarians
45 Attached a
Person
door fastener
Married
46 Sch. subj.

.,_. E»

RAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

A8S01UR1YNO INVESFMENJ IEQUllEOI
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

breathe a little easier. So pick up a canvas or nylon
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Student Craftspeop{e
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by Martha J. oe w1u

'I'anuny Jolinson
Shannon AfcCartliy
'Teddy 'WeeK§-Car{ton
.9ltufrew Miner
Pam'Berndt
'Wendy Case6eer
'I'ani .!Jlrness

ANSWERS
SOMEWHERE ON
THIS PAGE

47
48
50
52
53

Quickly
Kind of holiday
Outward
Eldritch
Global area

54 Princely It.
family
55 Fret
56 Throne
59 Huzzah

~AT WINEGAR'S
~ • • f, s -DAIRY OUR MILK

w;ISN'T JUST FARM
FRESH, BUT
ENVIROMENTALLY
FRIENDLY WHEN
fIMllY DAIRY
PURCHASED AT .
THE DAIRYSTORE
(six blocks west of the library)
IN RECYCLABLE
On the country side of West 15th.
419 W, 15th Ave. 925-1821
Open Mon.- Sat. 3:30 to 6:30
Q LASS B QTTLES *
--=-

ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

WINEGAR Milk available at Dairy Store and

AAlbensons·

7-Eleven

~SEIVE·U
$1.00 'D'E,POSI'l'

£~ 'BOI!IL'ES ~'E'lJ.91.'l''lJJU~S'I'CJ.Kf,

FCJCJDB

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza
MAKE
MAMA

pizza
place

HAPPY!

pizza
place
In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

FRAZZINI'S .

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS.

PIZZA!

r·····-------------,
Large Pizza (16")

1
1

Medium Price

I
I
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST• SAFE DELIVERY

I

Frazzini's
Pizza Place
NOTVALIDWITHANYOTHEROFFER

EXPIRES December 6, 1991

~

r.········----------~
$2.00 OFF 1
1 1 $3.00 OFF
• • ANY LARGE (16") PIZZA
ANY MEDIUM {13") PIZZA•
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

1 1

i
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DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST• SAFE DELIVERY

EXPIRES December6, 1991

Frazzini's
Pizza Place
NOTVALIDWITHANYOTHEROFFER

I
I
I
I
I

1
6
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Frazzini's Pizza Place and
'

; CWU VS Western ; ; Albertsons brings you a great deal! ;
I
I
I

;
I
I
I

1

~

$4.00 off Any Large Pizza

I I
I I
I I

Pick-Up-To-Go or In Store Only

: :

F

• •/ p • Pl
razztnt s tzza ace

I I
I I
I I

Good 11/16/91 only

I I

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

6 \.

Purchase Any Large Pizza at Regular
Price and receive a $5.00 Gift Certificate
from Albertsons

I
I
I

:
EXPIRES December 6, 1991

DINE IN. CARRY OUT
FAST• SAFE DELIVERY

Frazzini's Pizza Place
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
I
I
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